The bacterial histone-like protein HU specifically recognizes similar structures in all nucleic acids. DNA, RNA, and their hybrids.
HU, a major component of the bacterial nucleoid, shares properties with histones, high mobility group proteins (HMGs), and other eukaryotic proteins. HU, which participates in many major pathways of the bacterial cell, binds without sequence specificity to duplex DNA but recognizes with high affinity DNA repair intermediates. Here we demonstrate that HU binds to double-stranded DNA, double-stranded RNA, and linear DNA-RNA duplexes with a similar low affinity. In contrast to this nonspecific binding to total cellular RNA and to supercoiled DNA, HU specifically recognizes defined structures common to both DNA and RNA. In particular HU binds specifically to nicked or gapped DNA-RNA hybrids and to composite RNA molecules such as DsrA, a small non-coding RNA. HU, which modulates DNA architecture, may play additional key functions in the bacterial machinery via its RNA binding capacity. The simple, straightforward structure of its binding domain with two highly flexible beta-ribbon arms and an alpha-helical platform is an alternative model for the elaborate binding domains of the eukaryotic proteins that display dual DNA- and RNA-specific binding capacities.